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Introduction 
 

We strive to teach students the "mathematical way of thinking". 

In our classes students develop a profound understanding of mathematical relationships instead of 

memorizing them. Through our program, students become fluent in mathematics and are well prepared for 

the challenges they face in university math courses.  

We formed our program to enable students to see mathematics as meaningful, exciting, interesting, 

important and beautiful. As our students near graduation, they are well equipped and thoroughly prepared 

for the gap in difficulty between the level of mathematics at high school and at university. 

Please use this Welcome Package as a guide to navigate all of the extra resources we offer. You will get a lot 

more out of the Math Circles program if you participate in all of our online resources!  

Wikispaces  
 

Math Circles uses Wikispaces as a tool for sharing materials and communicating with students. Wikispaces 

are online resources used to share educational material. It is a separate website (not connected to the Math 

Potentials website so login information will be different).  

 Summaries of lessons and homework assignments are available on Wikispaces after each class. This 

is very useful if a student misses a class or wants to double check what was assigned for homework. 

 Pre-recorded YouTube video solutions to select homework problems. 

 WizIQ (live online) tutorials can be accessed through Wikispaces. 

 Recordings of the WizIQ tutorials can be accessed through Wikispaces.  

 Students can discuss lessons amongst themselves and with instructors using the Wikispace forum. 

Our Wikispaces pages can be accessed through our home website, mathpotentials.com/homework. From 

that page you will see links to the Wikispaces of each level: 

 

 

https://www.mathpotentials.com/homework/
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In order to access the Wikispaces page for your class, you need to do two things: 

1. Create your own Wikispace account if you don’t have one already. This is different than the Math 

Potentials website log in information. It is free and very easy to set up. We cannot assist you in 

creating a Wikispace account as it is completely separate from our website. Just follow the 

instructions you see when you press on the Wikispace link in the picture above. 

2. Use a valid Join Code. This is emailed to you at the beginning of the year. Join Codes expire weekly. 

Once you receive your code it may have only a few days left, so please use it right away! If the code 

expires before you have a chance to use it, you can email your instructor or 

info@mathpotentials.com to get the updated code. In your email please say which level you are in! 

Once you join your class’ Wikispace, you will be a member for the rest of the year. You only need to use the 

Join Code once when you sign up for the first time. Please note the e-mail address that you associate with 

your Wikispaces account (this is important in case you need to retrieve your password). Note down your login 

name and the password you create for your Wikispaces account! If you have more than one child in Math 

Circles you may use the same account for both children if you like (separate accounts are OK too).  

Live Online Homework Help Tutorials (WizIQ) 
 

The Math Circles program offers live online tutorials after each class for each level using the WizIQ virtual 

classroom. Students can come and ask questions about the assigned homework at these tutorials. Each 

online tutorial is one hour long and is limited to 25 students (first come first serve). Tutorials for your level 

will usually take place at the same time, but the day of the week will cycle between Monday, Wednesday, 

and Thursday. This is so that if a student has a regular after school activity on a certain day, they are able to 

attend the tutorials more often. Tutorial dates are provided at the end of this Welcome Package. 

Additionally, tutorials will be announced to parents through email notifications, as well as be posted online 

on the Wikispace homepage (see picture below). 

With multiple students coming together in an online tutorial, loud ambient noise can become an issue. 

Students are asked to be in a quiet environment during the tutorials and use earphones/headphones. 

In order to join the tutorials, go to the Wikispace for your level and click the home link in the left under All 

Pages menu. In the home page there will be a link which will take you to the WizIQ tutorial. Here is an 

example of the Beta Wikispace page. On the left-hand side you will see links for the various class numbers, as 

well as a link for the tutorial recordings. At the very top of this list is the home option.  
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If you cannot make it to a tutorial but you have a question about the homework, email Mario Sirotic 

(mario@mathpotentials.com) and ask him to solve a question for you. Make sure it specify which class you 

are in and exactly which question you want him to solve. Additionally, you can view the tutorial recording 

after it is over. All the recordings of past tutorials will be logged as separate links in the page called Online 

Tutorial Recordings, which appears at the bottom of the left-hand side Wikispace menu. Students can access 

the tutorial recordings any time to review the homework solutions.  

 

WizIQ Tutorial Schedule 
Tutorial dates and times can be found online here: 

mathpotentials.com/homework/ 

 

Note that students from all campuses attend the same tutorial. Consequently the timing in unlikely to fit 

everyone’s schedule as it does not overlap with regular class time. The day of the week of tutorials rotates to 

give students a chance to attend the tutorials sometimes. We will also rotate the time of day by doing a one-

time rotation mid way through the year.  

 

Missing a Class 
 

If you miss a class, don’t panic! You can make up the class at any of our campuses. Simply notify both 

instructors via email (your original instructor and the instructor at the make-up class campus), at least 3 days 

in advance (we recommend one to two weeks in advance – any earlier and it might be forgotten). Sometimes 

instructors do their photocopying well in advance, so you may not get a handout, but you can always print it 

off from Wikispaces after class.  

mailto:mario@mathpotentials.com
https://www.mathpotentials.com/homework/
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If you are unable to make up the class at another campus, take advantage of the Wikispaces, video solution 

and WizIQ resources. Summaries of lessons and all the homework that was assigned are available on 

Wikispaces, and WizIQ will allow you to interact with an instructor and ask questions. 

 

Instructor Contact Information 
 

Most questions can be directed to our admin team or to our homework/online tutorial expert, Mario Sirotic. 

Please be considerate of teacher’s time when emailing them as most of our teachers have full time jobs in 

addition to Math Potentials and their main role at Math Potentials is in the classroom, with very little 

administration involved.  

If you need to contact an instructor, please contact them by email. Below is a table containing each 

instructor’s email address. You can see each instructor’s teaching assignment online at 

www.mathpotentials.com/math-circles/class-times/. 

 

Name Position E-mail Address 

Mr. Ali Seyedfarshi Instructor farshi@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Amanda Turcato Instructor aturcato@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Bianca Ungurean Instructor bungurean@mathpotentials.com 

Mr. Calin Lucus Instructor clucus@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Diana Kovac Program Coordinator diana@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Hee jin Hyun Instructor heejin@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Jelena Pecelj Instructor jelena@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Kaili Vesik Instructor kvesik@mathpotentials.com 

Mr. Mario Sirotic Online Tutorial Teacher/ Substitute Teacher mario@mathpotentials.com 

Mr. Mike Shen Instructor mikeshen@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Natasa Sirotic Program Developer natasa@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Sachiko Noguchi Instructor snoguchi@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Susan Marshall Instructor smarshall@mathpotentials.com 

Ms. Luna Nuhic General Help & Program Coordinator info@mathpotentials.com 

 

Bringing a Friend 
 

Students are allowed to bring one friend to attend a class with them per year. Notify your instructor with at 

least a few days’ notice if you plan on bringing a friend. 

 

 

http://www.mathpotentials.com/math-circles/class-times/
mailto:snoguchi@mathpotentials.com
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ELMACON and Discount 
 

ELMACON (Elementary Math Contest) is a math competition offered by the Pacific Institute for the 

Mathematical Sciences (PIMS). It is for students from grades 5 to 7 and occurs in late April. The aim of the 

competition is to allow students to experience math as an exciting sport. Participating in ELMACON is not 

mandatory for our students but we do encourage it. Math Circles does not provide specific training for 

ELMACON, but the material students learn during the program certainly will help. 

On the day of ELMACON we will be holding a presentation for parents of the participants, as well as the 

general public, about the Math Circles program. After this presentation, parents will receive an exclusive 

discount code that provides the lowest registration price for new students. You are encouraged to tell friends 

that are interested in the Math Circles program about the presentation we will be holding on the day of 

ELMACON. This is a great opportunity for them to learn more about our program. 

New Student Referral Program (NSRP) 
 

Towards the end of the Math Circles year, each student will receive a unique referral code which provides a 

discount to anyone who enters it upon registration. These codes are for sharing with friends who might be 

interested in our program. We keep track of students who register using your unique code, and we give you a 

rebate on your tuition fee for each successful referral. 

Rules of the New Student Referral Program  

 The referred student receives a substantial tuition discount (details will be announced in March/April 

at the annual parent meeting) 

 Each “successful registration” results in a partial tuition rebate for your child (approx. $50 but the 

exact amount is TBA each year) 

 A successful registration is one where the referred student is still enrolled around late November/ 

early December when we process rebates. If a student drops out before then we do not give a 

rebate. 

 You will receive a cheque for your rebate in early/mid December. 

 The deadline for referring new students under this program is June 30. After that date the full price is 

in effect. Please make sure your friends understand that there is a deadline so they are not 

disappointed when they find out they can’t get the referral discount. After June 30 do not share your 

code with anyone as they will not be able to get the discount, and we will not credit you with a 

rebate.  

 We can supply you with posters/flyers to assist you in promoting the Math Circles program.  

 You cannot post in public newspapers or represent Math Potentials publicly without our permission.  

 

Each year we have a parent meeting in April where we tell you about the re-enrollment policy (how to get 

the renewal discount), and about the New Student Referral Program. At this meeting we also get feedback 

from parents regarding our program and answer any questions they might have. We will give approximately 1 

months’ notice for this meeting and it takes place before or after your child’s class. 
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Renewing Enrollment 
 

Students who renew their registration receive the largest discount available in our program. Upon renewing 

registration, students will automatically be placed into the next level (the order of the levels is Alpha, Beta, 

Gamma, Delta, Epsilon, Omega, Calculus). If a student feels like they are not ready for the next level and 

would benefit from retaking the same level, they can opt to ‘review’ the year. The deadline for taking 

advantage of the renewal discount is May 31st.   

 

 

Snow Days 
 

If class is cancelled due to snow, we will reschedule class as soon as possible (ideally one week later). 

Rescheduling depends on classroom availability at the campus, and on teacher schedules.  

If there is any chance of a snow day please check the Math Potentials website (home page)! It is not enough 

to check the website of the campus as we might sometimes cancel class even though the campus is still open. 

We do this if we think the campus is likely to shut down later in the day, as we don’t want teachers and 

students to be stranded.  

We will send an email in case classes are cancelled but you are advised to also check the website.  
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Class Dates  
 

Class dates can be found online at mathpotentials.com/math-circles/class-dates-20172018/ 

 

Class Times & Classrooms  
 

Class times and classrooms be found online at mathpotentials.com/math-circles/class-times 

Once in a while there may be a change in classroom location. 
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